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BULLSEYE!
ACCURATE BIBLE KNOWLEDGE!

QUESTION: “ANYWAY, WHAT’S SO WRONG ABOUT CHANGING A FEW WORDS
HERE AND THERE?”
ANSWER: “… AND THIS IS THE PROBLEM WITH ANY MODERN DAY
CONSERVATIVE!”
EXPLANATION:
Most Christians approach the Bible like they do their houses – “The kitchen looks out of date!
The bathroom needs a different colour of paint!” And so on.
So why not the Bible? Oh yes … but they assure you it’s for the right reasons!
The MODERN DAY CONSERVATIVE cannot endure sound doctrine and wants to hear
something new… some new thing (Acts 17:21).
Their guidelines for doing this are very simple:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Simply add words you like
Subtract words you don’t like
Remove verses from their context
Substitute any Bible word with others that are more appealing
Ignore clear passages of scripture with unclear ones
Trust any denominational scholar with a historic position

The primary cause to the above six is their confusion over the kingdom of heaven and the
kingdom of God which they assume are the same – WHICH THEY ARE NOT!
Coming to sound doctrine all the modern day conservative believes the following 1. The modern day conservative assume the thirteen kingdom of heaven parables as
found in the gospel of Matthew are doctrinal statements for the kingdom of God
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2. The modern day conservative stumble in the dark over the definition for the kingdom
of God as follows –
For the kingdom of God is not meat and drink; but righteousness, and peace, and joy in the
Holy Ghost. Romans 14:17
3. The modern day conservative wrongly assumes that the two kingdoms are identical.

IF the modern day conservative has been born into the kingdom of God, they then
revert back to kingdom of heaven doctrine!
The kingdom of heaven

The kingdom of God

WORKS ON EARTH

RECEIVED FROM HEAVEN

A LITERAL PHYSICAL KINGDOM

NOT A LITERAL PHYSCIAL KINGDOM

Belief that Christ was daily fulfilling the
law on the Jews behalf

Belief that Christ has fulfilled the law on
the everyone’s behalf

Animal blood for the remission of past
sins

Christ’s perfect blood for the redemption
of all sins

Having rejected God the Father in the Old Testament, God the Son comes to earth to get
Israel’s attention.
He slaps a bunch of impossible laws on them in the form of the Sermon on the Mount (Matt
5-7), and fulfils them on their behalf, while they troop off to the temple to remit their past
sins with animal blood.
But that didn’t work.
So God throws salvation open to all the world that if they will believe that Christ lived the
sinless life as the requirement for entry into heaven, and shed the sinless blood for all sins,
many people would get automatic entry into heaven.
Now when Christ returns (Rev 19) both kingdoms will be together as one.
Christ is king over both kingdoms, and that’s why the Millennial reign will be a literal heaven
on earth and ruled with a rod of iron.
Furthermore, 99-100% of all Christian churches catastrophically stumble by getting their
Christian doctrine out of the Book of Acts.
Lastly, all Christian churches wrongly believe that the Book of Hebrews is written to
backslidden Christians.
And there you have it folks, a triple, iron-clawed, bear trap of the three books of
MATTHEW, ACTS, HEBREWS
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In their inability to understand these three books, Bible Correctors immediately swing into
action Points 1-6 as outlined at the start of this article.

As it has been said
“King James Bible Correctors are like brain surgeons that use
hammers, picks and shovels for their delicate operations”.
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